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Defining Academic Integrity



What can we do?

Respondus Monitor



Strategies to for online assessment with integrity

1. Assessment design: Create questions that require higher order thinking. Avoid questions 

that students can easily google. Create question where students can explain, analyze, create, compose, evaluate, to 
demonstrate they master the course content.

2. Use varied question types – avoid all multiple choice or true and false questions and include open-
ended questions.



3. Creatively  and continuously remind students of academic integrity 

policies

Remind students continuously, throughout the semester!



4. Make students sign a declaration related to assessment integrity before the 

assessment

Add academic integrity statement. Create academic integrity forum/quiz for 

students to acknowledge the policy



5. Clearly communicate expectations. Make students aware of the 

assessment instruction before the assessment



6. Set-up the exam to show one question at a time, randomize questions and 

prohibit backtracking

• To avoid students from looking over all of the test questions and 

having multiple tabs open to research answers to questions

• To avoid students having family and friends responsible for a 

certain set of questions

• Require students to focus solely on one question at a time, 

answer it with a final answer, and then move to the next question. 

• It can educe students from using extra time at the end of the test 

to try to locate the correct answer and force them to answer the 

question to the best of their already learned knowledge.

• To avoid student using screen sharing technologies and share 

answers with peers.

• Student get different questions, making it difficult to share 

answers.

One at a time…Prohibit Backtracking…Randomise!



7. Offer different versions of the same test. Very Important!!!

Use variables in the questions, 

students get different values to do their 

calculations 

• Number of answer sets depending 

on the number of students



8. Allow student to only take the test once and assessment timer

Allow one attempt for assessment to 

avoid students referring to other sources 

to correct their answers.

Just like a physical environment, set 

assessment time and timer, to notify 

students of the time left for completion. 



9. Let students submit their work as an attachment, after the assessment. 

Create questions that allow only “file response” answers

The only way to submit is 

by attaching their work

Do not only give a mark for the 

correct answer on BB. Mark in 

conjunction with the file response.

To ensure student have not just copied the correct answers but have attempted the questions



10. Plan for technical issues, be prepared to have more than one assessment

Create a pool of questions to draw from, load shedding, connection 

challenges etc.!



Exciting tool – LockDown Browser

• Custom browser that prevents digital cheating during online assessment

• Lock students into a browser until assessment is completed

• You can set it up for students not to access any other external web domain

• Does not allow students to open any application with the App i.e. no word, 

pdf, email etc. or any tabs.

Once set up, this is how the assessment appears. 

You can only take assessment using the App

• If you try the assessment without the App

• Protects the question paper/assessment by 

including a password



Connection,

Students not able to 

submit online: 

Allow submission to 

my email and deduct 

marks for late 

submission.

Load shedding:

set a new 

assessment and 

allow students to 

write another 

assessment

LockDown Browser App 

not supported by

student’s device:

Created a separate BB 

assessment, live 

monitoring (test/exam), 

student sign 

confidentiality agreement 

(tutorials).

Students forgot to attach 

their work:

Allow submission 

through email within the 

assessment period



My responsibility

To be honestTeach students

Instill these values


